
SHRUNK: Crime and Disorders of the Mind is a collection 
of powerful chapters by eminent Canadian and international 
forensic psychologists and psychiatrists who write about 
mental health issues they face and what they are doing 
about it. Unlike any other book within the genre of True 
Crime, SHRUNK is the first book that delves deeply into 
the disturbed human psyche to help build a solution to the 
problem of understanding mental illness within the criminal 
justice system. We asked our forensics experts to tell stories 
about cases that still haunt them. Among the stories in the 
book are: Dr. Joel Watts on Luka Magnotta; Dr. J. Thomas 
Dalby on serial killer Clifford Olson; Dr. Jeffrey Waldman on 
Vince Li and the Greyhound Bus tragedy; Mr. Justice Richard 
D. Schneider on a typical day in Mental Health Court; Dr.
Sven Å. Christianson on a Swedish case of psychopathic
personality and media manipulation; Dr. Jack White on the
most notorious Australian serial killing of all time; Dr. Louise
Olivier on a case of dissociative fugue in South Africa; Dr.
Donald Dutton on an American case of mind-control and
folie à deux; Dr. Stephen Porter and Tianna Dilley on
brain damage and extreme amnesia; Dr. Barry Cooper and
Jacqueline Kanipayur on malingering; Dr. Marc Nesca on
catathymic murder and necrophilia; Dr. Patrick Baillie on
David Milgaard’s wrongful conviction; Dr. Lawrence Ellerby
on deviance to rehabilitation; and Dr. David Dawson finds
moments of warmth and shared humanity with psychiatric
patients. Criminal defence lawyer William Trudell writes
about working with forensic experts and their contributions in
the defence of those suffering from mental disorders.

Partial proceeds of the book go to the 
Schizophrenia Society of Canada.

Following the immense success of  
Tough Crimes: True Cases by Top 
Canadian Criminal Lawyers, SHRUNK 
is the second book in Durvile 
Publications’ ‘True Cases Series’.
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The workings of the criminally 
disordered mind has always been a 
fascinating subject for experts and 
lay persons alike. How do trials 
play out for individuals with mental 
health issues? ... is it worthwhile to 
attempt to rehabilitate such persons?

       —  Earl Levy Q.C. 
Toronto, ON

DURVILE publishes books that demystify the  professions  
for professionals and the informed general public.
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